The application of Multihop Cell phone-based Sensor Network (MCSN) technologies for the Data gathering service has brought new challenges in maintaining communication clusters of Cluster heads for long time durations. Stable clustering methods reduce the reclustering frequency in MCSN and provide for a more energy-efficient hierarchical network topology. The stability is defined in terms of Dominating set updates or reclustering frequency as average number of cluster formation per unit time. During creation of MCSN clusters, each Cell phone chooses a head cell phone to send the sensed data. In this paper, we improve cluster stability by the addition of one pause time-based weighting parameter to a well-known weighted clustering algorithm (WCA). The WCA uses current mobility index of mobile nodes to predict the stability of the network. Newly introduced parameter is related with cell phone user's mobility-specific pause time distribution.
Introduction
Many cell phones are now equipped with sensory functionalities such as Global Positioning System (GPS), audio processing, camera, pollution sensors, accelerometers, etc. Moreover, these cell phones are already operating in a cellular infrastructure, so the issue of deploying them does not arise. Furthermore, the mobility of cell phone users provides improved coverage and energy efficiency [1, 2] . Multihoping capability in Cellular Networks provides a superior performance over conventional cellular networks in terms of network capacity and coverage. This is also termed as Multihop Cellular Networks [3] [4] [5] . Embedded sensors within cell phones create a Multihop Cellular Sensor Network (MCSN) scenario [6, 7] . Here, we are using MCSN [ Figure 1 ] for applications like environment monitoring, civic hazard detection, etc. MCSN scenario consists of dynamic networks which, in turn, consist of mobile hosts having the capability to communicate directly with another mobile host in their vicinity and forwarding packets. This paper focuses on data gathering for MCSN.
MCSN have significant advantages over the traditional WSN. Cell phone can easily provide the power required for wireless communication and recharging capabilities make them an ideal choice for certain monitoring applications. With advancement in 3G and 4G technologies, it is expected that Cell phones in an MCSN environment could communicate with each other while moving through wireless links. Cell phones have no specialized hardware for infrastructure support and thus burden of network stability is on the individual cell phone nodes of the network. Without routers, or other dedicated communication hardware, a possible method to optimize communication within the network is to develop a hierarchical clustering system within the network. This clustering system would identify certain lead or cluster head (CH) nodes that act as the relay point of communication between nodes and the base station (BS). To tackle node mobility, cluster approach is effective as only Cluster center node CH need to be stabilized. In cell phone environment, the mobility of cell phone users cannot be controlled, so the need is to select or predict a stable CH. Traditionally, this is done by observing instantaneous velocity of mobile nodes and selecting those mobile nodes as a CH whose instantaneous velocity is least. Another advantage of clustering protocol is providing scalability in addition to stability. Stability and scalability are directly related with energy consumption. Stability of the clusters is directly proportional to the energy consumption. To support the dynamic nature of the MCSN environment, the clustering must be periodically updated to reflect topological changes and cell phone movements.
Association with and dissociation from clusters, and merging of clusters as a result of the mobile nature of cell phone users perturb the network and cluster selections. Reclustering and CH changes are unavoidable. Therefore, a good MCSN clustering algorithm should seek to reduce the reclustering and cluster changes. The algorithm should predict stable CH in order to reduce cluster recomputation. Otherwise, the overhead of cluster reclustering will result in high computational cost and negate the benefits of MCSN. The ideal MCSN cluster will maintain its CH and members over the longest possible time range. This concept will be explained and evaluated further later in this paper.
Clustering is an NP-complete problem and a significant amount of research focuses on optimal methods for clustering nodes in Mobile Adhoc Networks (MANETs) [8] and WSNs [9, 10] . However, MCSN pose new opportunities in CH selection and network stability. First, nodes or cell phone users cannot randomly move within the physical space, but must instead follow constraints put in place by the physical area scenario. For example, the flight length patterns of cell phone users in a state fair park will be different from that of metropolitan area. Second, cell phone movements follow well-understood human mobility patterns. Given the distribution of human mobility patterns, it is possible to approach clustering more intelligently and possibly discover a better clustering methodology for MCSN environments. Our research incorporates a new parameters related to mobility of users to predict stable CH. This new parameter is based on human walk characteristics; namely, Truncated power law distributions. Use of this parameter is justified only for cell phone-based wireless sensor networks as cell phone users exhibit human walk characteristics. Our approach to clustering is to select a CH in a manner similar to a previous study [8] . Weights to mobile nodes have been assigned based on parameters like node degree, transmission power, mobility, and CH count value [8, 11] . We have introduced a new parameter called super flight length based on human walk characteristics with existing weighted clustering algorithm (WCA) algorithm and had increased the stability of the resulting clustering scheme [12] . In this paper, we are introducing another one parameter based on pause time distribution of human walk characteristics and then we select the CH in a manner similar to that in a previous study [8] . In section IV, we have proposed the WPCA algorithm. The performance metrics and simulation set up are described in section V and VI, followed by the results and conclusion in section VII and VIII, respectively.
Related Work
MCSN architecture should be able to dynamically adapt itself with the changing network configurations. CHs are responsible for the formation of clusters and maintenance of the network topology. A CH does the resource allocation to all the nodes belonging to its cluster [14, 15] . Because the frequent CH changes adversely affect the performance of other protocols such as scheduling, routing, and resource allocation, MCSN performance metrics such as packet delivery ratio, energy consumption, and delay are tightly coupled with the frequency of cluster reorganization. In previous studies [16, 17] , the effect of mobility on clustering has been investigated using a simple mobility model for mobile sensor networks (MSN). The aggregation techniques of MSN are closely related to that of MCSN. The sensor node's mobility is preprogrammed in MSN while it is unpredictable in MCSN. The use of mobile phone for sensing was advocated in a previous study. [18] Authors of a previous study [6, 7] have used layered approach for query-based data aggregation for monitoring applications in MCSN.
However, the nodes were assumed stationary for the duration of data aggregation. Our present method is capable of handling queries spanning sufficiently long periods of time. The aggregation technique for WSN having mobile sink has been investigated [19] . Our scenario is complementary to that of a previous study. [19] Our work is closely related with algorithms proposed in previous studies [8, 12, 13] . For counteracting node mobility, the authors of a previous study [13] have proposed a local maintenance mechanism, authors of another study [8] have proposed mobility parameter, and the authors of this paper have proposed a new algorithm based on flight length distributions in [12] .
In this paper, we propose human walk's pause timebased WCA to select the next set of CHs of the network.
System Model
The main assumptions made for the system are as under:
(1) All N nodes are uniformly distributed and have variable transmission range. The BS is located at the center of the region. (2) All the nodes can operate in dual power mode. (3) The monitoring application requests for samples at the BS specifying the area of interest, the frequency of data collection, and the maximum tolerable delay constraint on the reception of data at the BS. (4) The BS sends the query simultaneously to all nodes for data aggregation. (5) The BS also gives location information to all nodes through a separate control channel. The BS has a dedicated control channel for each node (akin to the existing networks). (6) Each step of the proposed algorithm takes a finite amount of time. Therefore, the algorithm terminates in finite amount of time.
Truncated Levy Walk Mobility Model
Mobility models should emulate the behavior of targeted real life mobile user. Traditionally, the random way point (RWP) mobility model [20] is used for analysis of protocols in mobile ad hoc networks. For scenario of Figure 1 , the consideration of truncated levy walk (TLW) [21] mobility model is more realistic. Figure 2 shows the truncated levy walk mobility model's waypoints for a single user. This model is based on about one thousand hours of GPS traces involving 44 volunteers in various outdoor settings and captures movement of the people in various outdoor scenarios such as campus area, theme park, fair, metropolitan area, etc. We have therefore considered the TLW mobility model [21] for evaluating our algorithms.
In TLW mobility model, a mobile node moves from its current location to a new location by randomly choosing a direction. The straight line distance from one location to another that the node makes, without a directional change or pause, is called a flight [21] .
• Flight lengths follow a truncated power law
and l max is the maximum flight length.
• Pause times follow a truncated power law
Where, t max is the maximum pause time.
• Turning angles follow a uniform distribution.
• Velocity increases as flight lengths increase.
Observations for Pause Time Distribution
• Power law distribution of pause time implies longer amount of frequent pause time as compared with Gaussian or an Exponential distribution used in simple random walks. For human beings, the duration of no pause period has truncated power law distribution [21] .
• The tail of the pause time distribution may be long or short and is related to the context of the location.
• For small or crowded area, the truncation will be short tailed.
• High traffic will prevent the walker from halting at one location for a long time.
• For really large areas, truncation will be heavy tailed. This behavior is incorporated in "Super pause" which we will define in subsequent section.
Implication: Super Pause Time
Given a set of mobile nodes u exhibiting truncated power law pause time distribution, there exists a value ξ such that if the subset of nodes pauses for more than ξ time, then it is highly likely that the pause time is much more than ξ. We call this pause as super pause Ps(u) of node u. Let actual physical time corresponding to super pause time be Pstime(u). Then,
Where, β is again a constant. Super pause counter Pscount(u) in (7) is incremented when the node pauses for more than Pstime(u) time. The parameter value becomes from 1 to 0 as super pause counter value crosses a threshold β.
Weighted Pause Time-based Clustering Algorithm for Data Gathering Application in MCSN
This section describes the WPCA algorithm for MCSN. The weighted pause time based clustering algorithm consists of three main phases and is described as following, as shown in Figures 3 and 4 describes the pseudo code of the proposed algorithm.
Cluster Formation

1.
The BS gives location information and Rtx to each node through a dedicated control channel. We assume that the BS has a dedicated control channel with each user, as in existing networks.
2.
Each node finds all its neighbors (with transmission range, Rtx). Rtx is the expected transmission range for each node which depends upon the required resolution for the query. Each node periodically broadcastsNeighbor Discovery (NBRdis) message containing its own ID. 3.
Upon receiving NBRdis message from all its neighbors, each node can also estimate the sum of their mutual distances Su by received signal strength; where,
where v´ ∈ N v (Neighbors of v).
4.
After a certain time Tboostrap, each node receives all NBRdis message from its neighbors. Each node calculates the degree difference Du by the equation:
where, Nu is the number of neighbors of mobile node u and δ is the resolution parameter derived from Rtx.
5.
Each node calculates the velocity parameter (Mu) from consecutive location estimates obtained either from the BS or from on-board GPS modules.
Where, Ts is the sampling interval. 6.
The number of times the node has served as a CH is stored by the node as a parameter Eu, which is indirectly related to the energy expenditure of the node. CH node consumes more energy as compared with non-CH node.
7.
Each node finds Pu, where
8.
All the nodes initialize their counter based on the count value C u given by: Cu = w1Du + w2Su + w3Mu + w4Eu + w5Pu, where w1, w2, w3, w4, and w5 are the arbitrarily chosen weighing factors for the clustering process satisfying ∑wi = 1. The lesser is the count value (Cu), sooner will the node announce itself as a CH. The BS transmits information about the maximum value of the above parameters attained in the network to all the nodes. All the nodes normalize their parameters with respect to this value.
9.
The counter with the lowest count value expires first. Then, it declares itself as a CH by transmitting 'CH declare ' message to its neighbors. This message consists of node Id field, cluster Id field, and score field. In the case of CH, the first two fields are the same. 10. Upon receiving 'CH declare ' packet, the nodes in the neighborhood of CH reset their counters and join the cluster formed by the CH by transmitting back a 'CH accept ' message. This also contains the node Id and the cluster Id field. If the neighboring node is already a member of some other cluster, then it will ignore the CH declare message. 11. CH then informs the BS about its status as a CH. 12. BS now has a database of all the CHs. BS computes shortest path route for all CHs', from respective CH to BS, as per the dijkstra algorithm and sends the routing information to corresponding CH for construction of the routing tables. Even though all the nodes are mobile, CHs are supposed to be more stable from a given set of nodes, we assume that for the time of data gathering, entries of routing tables are so as to give shortest path to the BS. 13. After the clustering starts, the procedure will terminate after T stop (which is finite). The maximum value of T stop is proportional to the maximum value a counter can take (denoted by C max ). 14. After finite time T stop , all the cluster member nodes transmit their sens ed data to the CH as per RTS-CTS messaging scheme. Then, the CH aggregates the data packet and sends it to the nearest CH, as shown in Figure 1 . This communication is done with high transmitting power.
Cluster Maintenance
15. Due to node mobility, some of the nodes currently attached with a particular CH may join the cluster of some other CH. This is called reaffiliation. Reaffiliation is detected both at CH node and at ordinary node. If CH does not get 'Hello' message periodically from its member node, then it strikes that node off from its neighbor list. Similarly, if a node does not hear a periodical 'Hello' message from the CH, then it assumes that it has become a free node. If a free ordinary node hears a 'Hello' message from some other CH, then it will join it.
Cluster Termination
16. Due to node mobility, the CH might move from its own cluster and approach some other CH. This situation is detected in a similar fashion as in step 15. Now, these CHs no longer remain the dominant nodes. This situation will end the current round and again invoke cluster formation as in step 1.
Performance Metrics
The performance of data aggregation schemes for monitoring applications can be evaluated based upon:
Delay Analysis
The delay is time difference between the time interval of query generation event and aggregated data reception event at the BS Delay = Cluster Formation Time + Aggregation Time + Propagation Time
Within a cluster, the maximum delay is given by:
The second term is the time taken for the last data packet within the cluster k to reach CHk. c is the velocity of radiowave propagation and max(dist i>CHi ) is the distance of the farthest node among all i ∈K k from CH k . Thus, the maximum delay (ignoring processing delays and control packet exchanges) in propagating the L data packets to BS is:
As the other terms are significantly small, the maximum delay is primarily dependent upon the value of T stop (which is a constant for the network). Hence, equation 9 clearly describes the delay in the network.
Energy Consumption
The algorithm must be energy efficient so that it does not drain resources away from the primary intended use of cell phones for voice/data communication. Unlike WSN, there is no first node death phenomenon in SCSN due to recharging capability of cell phones. We are calculating the total energy consumption of all nodes for various cluster radii. Our energy model for the sensors is based on the first order radio model described in [9] . A sensor consumes E elec = 50 nJ/bit to run the transmitter or receiver circuitry and E amP = 100 pJ/bit/m 2 for the transmitter amplifier. Thus, the energy consumed by a sensor i in receiving a k-bit data packet is given by
However, the energy consumed in transmitting a data packet to sensor j is given by
'R tx ' is the transmission range. Each CH uses energy in receiving data signals from its members, aggregating the data and transmitting it to the BS represented using the multi-path model. Thus, the energy spent by a CH node during a single round is
Where, k is the number of bits in each data message, CH degree is the number of ordinary nodes in the cluster, d tonextCH is the distance from a CH to the next CH, and we assume lossy data aggregation with the energy for aggregation to be E DA . As for each non-CH node, it only needs to transmit its data to the CH once during a round.
Since the distance to the CH is small, the energy dissipation follows the Friss free space model. Thus, the energy used in each non-CH node is
Reaffiliation will consume Er units of energy, where
Er = (E elec × k) at ordinary node (15) Dominating set (DS) update will consume Ed units of energy, where
Where, K is the total number of CH, R is the total number of reaffiliations, D is the total number of DS updates, k´ is size of 'Hello' packet.
Network Lifetime (Energy Efficiency)
It is a primary metric for evaluating the performance of a sensor network. The common definitions include the time until the first or the last node in the network depletes its energy. For cell phone-based WSN, it is defined as the time until an a percent of sensors consume β percent of initial energy, where a is taken as 20% and β is taken as 10% in our case. In applications where the time that all nodes operate together is vital, lifetime is defined as the number of rounds until the first sensor is drained of its energy. The main idea is to perform data aggregation such that there is uniform energy drainage in the network. In addition, energy efficiency and network lifetime are synonymous in that improving energy efficiency enhances the lifetime of the network. Periodic reclustering improves network lifetime and thereby energy efficiency.
Number of Reaffiliations
The reaffiliation count is incremented when a node gets dissociated from its CH and becomes a member of another cluster within the current dominant set.
Number of DS Updates
The dominant set update takes place when a node can no longer be a neighbor of any of the existing CHs.
Simulation Scenario
Simulation-1
The simulation is implemented in MATLAB. We have applied WPCA, MRECA, WCA, and Hm-WCDA on the TLW model. Monte Carlo simulations have been carried out for 15 random seeds and for varying cluster radii (50 to 500 m). Due to the importance of showing robustness against node mobility, the weight w2 associated with Mu was chosen high. The values used for MRECA [13] 
Simulation-2
To show the effectiveness of our proposed human walk aware algorithms, we varied node mobility pattern from 100% to human walk to 0% human walk with RWP [20] mobility pattern. This is performed for cluster radius of 150 m and 400 number of nodes. Figure 5 shows reaffiliation of mobile nodes due to mobility for MRECA, WCA, Hm-WCDA, and WPCA algorithms. Number of reaffiliations are less for smaller cluster radius due to frequent DS updates at these radii. Figure 6 shows DS updates for MRECA, WCA, Hm-WCDA, and WPCA algorithms. When the cluster radius is less, the clusters are of smaller size and nodes have a higher probability of moving out of the cluster.
Simulation Results
Simulation-1
As the radius increases, the number of set updates required decreases, as the nodes tend to stay within the same cluster despite their movements. The number of DS updates for WPCA reduces by 22% as compared with Hm-WCDA, by 53% as compared with WCA, and by 58% as compared with MRECA for cluster radius of 300 m. Figure 7 shows energy consumption for all the four algorithms. Energy consumption increases with increasing cluster radius as nodes have to send data to the CH over a longer distance. The energy consumption for WPCA reduces by 10% as compared with Hm-WCDA, by 25% as compared with WCA and by 36% as compared with MRECA for cluster radius of 400 m. Figure 8 shows the No. of nodes alive vs simulation time. WPCA algorithm consumes more uniform energy but at the expense of a few nodes having high energy consumption. These high-energy consumption nodes correspond to stable CH nodes and this has resulted in early first node death. If 50% node death is considered as network lifetime, then WPCA has 18% improvement over MRECA, 16% improvement over WCA, and 10% improvement over Hm-WCDA for cluster radius of 250 m. Figure 9 shows reaffiliation of mobile nodes due to decrease in density of TLW nodes for all the four algorithms. Mean reaffiliations decreases as TLW node density is reduced. MRECA and WCA algorithms are less affected as compared with WPCA and Hm-WCDA algorithms. Figure 10 shows DS updates for MRECA, WCA, Hm-WCDA, and WPCA algorithms. It can be seen that DS updates for human mobility aware algorithms increases as TLW node density is reduced, especially when TLW node density is reduced from 10% to 0%. This is due to the fact that stability performance of WPCA and WCA algorithm has improved the performance mainly in terms of energy consumption.
Simulation-2
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Conclusion
This paper presents a WPCA for data gathering in MCSN. Timer-based cluster formation has resulted in global optimum selection of CHs without significant communication overhead. Incorporation of human walk pause time characteristic-based parameters to existing 
